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ABSTRACT
Ultrasonic signals at frequencies below 1 MHz have been used for the 
NDE of thick polymer samples. Coded signals such as chirps and bipolar 
Golay codes, together with pulse compression and signal processing, 
have been used to penetrate into thick sections of attenuating 
polypropylene riser stiffener material, using piezocomposite 
transducers to provide the required bandwidth. It is shown that this 
approach can be used to detect manufacturing defects such as air 
bubbles in flexible riser stiffeners, which might compromise their 
performance in the offshore oil and gas environments.

1. Introduction

In performing NDE of large industrial infrastructure, problems can arise due to poor signal 
to noise ratios (SNRs). This is especially the case when the materials involved are difficult 
to test because the ultrasonic signal is either attenuated or scattered, leading either to lack 
of signal due to attenuation, or to the presence of extremely high levels of scattering noise. 
Materials that could exhibit these properties are fibre reinforced composites, concrete and 
viscoelastic polymers. For these reasons, ultrasonic frequencies below 1 MHz are sometimes 
selected for use in highly attenuating and scattering materials, as the longer wavelengths and 
lower intrinsic attenuation can increase the depth of penetration into the sample. However, 
such lower frequencies will also reduce the resolution of the resulting image or measure-
ment, because of the longer wavelengths. Signal processing has thus been investigated to 
try and alleviate these problems.[1] Other methods include modification of transducer 
shape, size, and frequency. The use of larger synthetic apertures (leading to the Synthetic 
Aperture Focusing Technique (SAFT) imaging approach [2,3]) has also been reported as a 
means of increasing resolution and SNR values.

Polyurethane has been used widely in many industries and is an important polymer due 
to its uses in manufacturing many different products. The properties of the polymer can be 
adjusted during manufacture to give a wide range of mechanical properties. For example, in 
the form of a foam it can be used for nonflexible, high-resilience foam seating; rigid foam 
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insulation panels and microcellular foam seals and gaskets. It can also be used in durable 
elastomeric wheels and tires (as used for escalator wheels), automotive suspension bushings, 
synthetic fibers and many other areas.[4,5] Because of its special properties such as high 
load capability, flexibility, tear resistance and resistance to water, it has been used in the oil 
and gas industry for many years. Of particular interest here is its use specifically in the sea 
bed oil logging, as part of a flexible riser system [6] or as a bend stiffener [7]. The flexible 
riser allows the oil platforms to move with wind and tides etc., while remaining connected 
to the sea bed. Riser or bend stiffeners are used to restrict the motion of the riser, so as to 
avoid catastrophic failure due to fatigue or excessive motion of the riser at the connection 
point. The stiffener often has a hollow conical shape, with additional steel components 
to allow the riser and stiffener to be connected together. Obviously, following oil spills in 
highly-fragile ecosystems in recent years, it is very important that the structural integrity of 
such structures can be maintained in such a complicated and hostile environment.[8–11]

Measurement of the ultrasonic properties of polyurethane in bulk solid form has only 
received limited study, and usually in thin samples. For example, it has been studied by 
ultrasound when used for the strengthening of composite structures.[12] As a foam product, 
air-coupled ultrasonic techniques can be used, due to the low acoustic impedance of the 
material which is better-matched to air than many materials.[13] The use of polyurethane 
paint coatings has also been observed to affect laser-based ultrasonic NDE systems.[14] 
However, the NDE of large bulk polyurethane material, as used in bend stiffeners, seems 
not to have been described in the literature. As will be shown in this paper, polyurethane 
riser stiffener material is extremely attenuating of ultrasound at frequencies above 1 MHz, 
where conventional ultrasonic NDE typically operates. However, it is difficult to construct 
conventional piezoelectric transducers with wide bandwidths at lower frequencies, although, 
as will be shown below, piezocomposites show promise in this regard. It is thus important 
to design the excitation and processing methods to utilise the available bandwidth to max-
imum effect, optimising the SNR and hence depth of penetration into the material, while 
also allowing imaging of defects.

In this paper, Pulse Compression (PuC) techniques will be used at frequencies in the 
100–500 kHz range to obtain information about difficult materials or structures, using 
piezocomposite transducers to extend the available bandwidth. Such a combination has 
been seen to give good results. PuC relies on a matched-filter approach, where a long-du-
ration excitation waveform is used across the available bandwidth.[13,14] It is thus pos-
sible to overcome the problem of peak-power limitation using a lower voltage but longer 
time-duration signal, and then to process this signal so that spatial resolution and SNR are 
optimised. PuC techniques traditionally involve the transmission of a long coded pulse and 
the processing of the received signal to compress the output into a much shorter temporal 
signal: this compression is achieved by cross-correlating the output and the input signals.
[15] PuC can be thus used in principle on more highly attenuation materials and to detect 
smaller flaws at longer distances than are possible with conventional pulsed NDT systems.

There are many types of waveform that can be used for PuC. The problem to be overcome 
at low frequencies is that there will be a limited bandwidth available, making the choice 
an important consideration. Thus, for example, a narrow bandwidth piezoelectric trans-
ducer may use a different waveform to one based on wider-bandwidth piezocomposites. 
Waveforms such as linear FM chirps, random noise and Golay binary codes have all been 
investigated in ultrasonic testing,[16,17] and each have their own properties. In this paper, 
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two types of signal will be compared for use at low frequencies, namely a linear FM signal 
(Chirp) and a bipolar Golay binary coded waveform. Note that Golay codes are available 
in both conventional and bipolar form – the latter is chosen here because it is able to deal 
more effectively with transducers with a specific centre frequency.[18] Such codes have 
found use in biomedical imaging systems, for example [19–21].

As will be shown, PuC data was collected in a way that lends itself to both standard 
C-scan imaging and SAFT imaging.[2] A typical SAFT algorithm consists of the time-
of-flight corrected superposition of the recorded signal. It has been shown that SAFT can 
lead to up to 20 dB SNR gain in ultrasonic testing applications.[3] Thus, defects which are 
undetectable with standard ultrasonic imaging could be highlighted if SAFT is used for the 
coherent reconstruction of ultrasonic images.

2. Apparatus and method

Figure 1(a) shows the sample chosen for this study. This was a polyurethane section, which 
was part of a larger structure used within a riser stiffener in the underwater oil and gas indus-
tries. The sample shown was 1.2 m long, and 0.16 m thick at its thicker end. The material 
was found to be sufficiently attenuating that conventional signals at frequencies >1 MHz 
could not be used for the imaging of defects. A PuC system was thus designed, based on 
a pair of piezocomposite transducers with a centre frequency of 300 kHz. The transducers 
were 25.4 mm in diameter. Figure 1(b) shows a pair of these devices for use in pitch-catch 
mode. The transducers were fitted with a matching layer for water – this gave reasonable 
transmission efficiencies into the polyurethane sample, whose acoustic impedance was 
much lower than that of typical metal samples, for example. A pitch-catch configuration 
was used, as pulse-echo measurements were not very practical with a PuC system. This is 
because the long duration of the excitation waveforms overloaded the receiver electronics 
for a sufficiently-long time that near surface defects would be missed. Measurements could 
also be taken in through-transmission, as in Figure 1(a), so as to measure the attenuation 
properties of the material, or in pitch-catch for imaging purposes.

The waveforms (either chirp or binary) were generated using an arbitrary waveform 
generator within a National Instruments PXI system, and the centre frequency (f0) of the 
drive signal adjusted to suit the maximum response of the piezocomposite transducers. 
The PXI system had a maximum output voltage of 15 V, but typically only 4 V was needed 

Figure 1. (a) a through transmission ultrasonic measurement of the thick polyurethane sample using two 
piezocomposite probes (locations identified by the red dashed circles); these could scanned in unison 
along the sample in the direction of the arrow. (b) a pair of spring-loaded piezocomposite transducers 
devices used for single-sided pitch-catch measurements.
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to drive the transmitter for the measurements reported here, although a voltage amplifier 
could be inserted if needed. The receiving transducer was connected to the receiver section 
of the PXI system, and digitised before being processed for PuC.

The sample contained natural defects which were formed during manufacture, these 
being air bubbles of different sizes and depths within the sample. Figure 2 shows an image, 
obtained using an optical imaging system in through-transmission through the sample, of 
two such defects, at a region where the sample was 100 mm thick. This shows two bubbles 
of ~5–7 mm diameter, where the lower bubble in the image is deeper into the material, 
noting that this depth was difficult to estimate visually (and noting that this method would 
not be feasible for a real in-service NDE inspection). In addition, a 10 mm diameter hole 
was drilled manually into the lower surface of the sample, at a different location to simulate 
the presence of a defect of known dimensions. This hole was drilled to a depth of 70 mm 
from the bottom surface of the sample at a region where the sample thickness was 150 mm 
(i.e. the bottom of the hole was 80 mm from the top surface). The transducers were placed 
as in Figure 1(b) for imaging in the pitch-catch configuration. Data was collected on a grid 
of 23 (X-direction) by 35 (Y-direction) acquisition points for imaging purposes. This was 
achieved by scanning an area of 46 mm by 70 mm, with the probes moved in unison in their 
holder (Figure 1(b)) in steps of 2 mm. A PuC waveform was recorded at each position. The 
spring loading of the transducers onto the surface helped to maintain a reasonably constant 
coupling force onto the sample, using conventional NDE ultrasonic coupling gel.

A simulation was performed to establish the combined directional characteristics and 
sensitivity of the pair of transducers shown in Figure 1(b), an important characteristic for 
imaging systems.[22] If d and λ are the transducer diameter and the ultrasonic wavelength 
in the material, the near-field distance limit Z can then be calculated from Equation (1):

 

The longitudinal velocity in the polyurethane sample was 1700 ms−1, and the centre fre-
quency of the excitation waveform was 300  kHz, using piezocomposite transducers of 

(1)Z =
d
2

4 ∗ �

Figure 2. optical image of the bubble defects in the polyurethane riser stiffener samples. the bubbles 
were approximately 5–7 mm in diameter, and of unknown depth into the sample.
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27 mm diameter. Thus, we obtain Z = 32 mm. This value is valid only if a single transducer is 
considered. Further investigation was needed if two transducers in pitch-catch configuration 
were to be used for the signal generation/acquisition, as in this work, where both transducers 
operate at normal incidence, but with overlapping beam profiles within the sample. Thus, a 
series of numerical simulations was performed, using the geometry shown in Figure 3(a). 
The approach followed is similar to that used for Distance Gain Size (DGS) diagrams.[23] 
DGS diagrams are designed to show the variation of echo amplitude with range and target 
size. Here, the expected defect signal amplitude is calculated with respect to the back-wall 
echo, which is considered as a perfect reflector. The simulated DGS curve at 300 kHz for 
either a single transducer in pulse-echo mode (continuous lines) or a pair of transducers 
in pitch-catch mode are shown in Figure 3(b). The black line (either in foreground or in 
background) shows the expected signal amplitude from a perfect reflector. In the near field  
(at smaller axial distances), the simulations show that a pulse-echo arrangement (back-
ground blurred lines) is significantly more advantageous than a pitch-catch geometry 
(foreground) for geometrical reasons – the transmitted and received beams overlap more 
effectively. However, in the far-field, the pitch-catch sensitivity is similar that for pulse-
echo. The SNR gain of PuC then improves signal detectability. This is an important feature 
if signals are to be retrieved from very lossy materials at large distances.

In order to understand better the 3D sensitivity field behaviour of the two probes, a series 
of numerical simulations have been carried out. The Rayleigh-Sommerfield integral model 
has been used for these simulations, together with the piston-transducer approximation.[24] 

Figure 3. (a) geometry for simulating the transducer response in pitch-catch mode. (b) simulated dgs 
at 350 kHz, for different defects sizes, assuming transducers of 25.4 mm diameter and a polyurethane 
sample. solid lines: a pitch-catch transducer pair; dashed lines: a single transducer in pulse-echo. the 
coloured lines show the expected received amplitude levels for spherical defects whose diameter is 24, 
16, 9 and 6 mm respectively. also shown is the response for a defect of infinite width.
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This allows the spatial distribution of the transmitter and detector fields to be determined 
at a particular frequency, and hence the sensitivity of the transducers to a certain location 
in 3D space to be determined. As an example, simulation results are shown in Figure 4 for 
operation at a depth of 5 mm into a polyurethane sample, where the combined sensitivity 
level of the two probes has been plotted at 300 kHz. It can be seen that sensitivity is greatest 
in the regions along a line joining their two centres, as might be expected.

Because of the directionality shown in Figure 4, it would be expected that alignment of 
the pair on the surface of the sample relative to a scan direction across the surface would 
have an effect. To illustrate this, Figure 5 shows the spatial variations in 3D transmit/receive 
sensitivity for a pitch-catch pair at a certain location on the sample (noting that the trans-
ducer pair would be scanned along the top surface at the fixed distance apart in the direction 
shown by the red arrow. It can be seen that the probe sensitivity is not uniform in regions 
close to the surface, where the beams from the two transducers have not overlapped fully. 
This is of importance, especially if a small defect is to be detected at a small depth from the 
scanning surface, as the detectability would be a function of the transducer pair orienta-
tion. However, it can also be seen that this effect becomes less marked with depth into the 
sample, so that at a depth of ~100 mm, the spatial response is relatively well-behaved, with 
a maximum on-axis and a decreasing sensitivity with increased radial distance. In the sam-
ple being studied, the flat-bottomed hole defect is within the near-field region, and hence 
far-field behaviour cannot be assumed. Note also that this far-field condition is reached at 
a distance which is several times greater than the nominal near-field limit expected for a 
single transducer (32 mm, as calculated from Equation (1)).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Attenuation coefficient of the polyurethane material

The first experiment determined the attenuation properties of the material, and was set up 
as shown earlier in Figure 1(a). A chirp was used as the input signal, noting that the range of 
frequencies (f2 – f1) covered by the chirp can be adjusted, as can the total time duration (T) 
and the centre frequency (f0). In this case the values were T = 0.07 ms, f2 – f1 = 250 kHz and 

Figure 4. simulated sensitivity for the pair of piezocomposite transducers at 300 kHz, at a depth of 5 mm 
into the sample.
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f0 = 275 kHz. In this experiment, two piezocomposite probes were used as the transmitter 
and receiver in a through-transmission arrangement, where one of the probes was placed on 
top of the sample and the other probe held by hand below the sample. Measurements were 
taken at 10 cm intervals along the length of the sample, the thickness varying from 8.8 to 
15 cm. At every point, measurements were repeated 10 times and all waveforms recorded. 
Data was processed using Matlab, where the peak amplitude and frequency were recorded. 
A graph of amplitude (in dB) vs. thickness was plotted, as shown in Figure 6. Here, the 
slope of the graph gave the attenuation coefficient of the Polyurethane sample, which was 
estimated to be ~1 dB/cm at 300 kHz. Note that the present results have not been corrected 
for diffraction effects, and hence do not consider the transducer characteristics explicitly. 
However, they do give an indication of the level of signal loss in the polyurethane material.

3.2. Choice of PuC scheme

The coded waveform has to be chosen carefully, so that it produces the maximum output 
from a given transducer. In the experiments, two types of signal were compared for use 
at low frequencies, namely a linear FM signal (Chirp) and an Inverse Repeated Sequences 
Golay (IRS-Golay) binary coded waveform.[25] Note that traditional Golay-code system 
would be expected to be better-suited to wide bandwidth transduction systems, whereas the 
chirp could be tuned to suit a narrower, more resonant transduction system to maximum 
effect. In the present case the transducers have a quite large bandwidth, so both schemes 
could work. In particular, the IRS Golay scheme allows a centre frequency to be selected, 
so it was preferred with respect to the standard one.

Figure 5. simulated 3d sensitivity field for two piezocomposite transducers in pitch-catch mode. the 
red arrow shows a scan direction perpendicular to the line joining the transducer centres. as calculated 
from equation (1)).
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Figures 7 and 8 show both the chirp and IRS-Golay signals that were used in a compar-
ative test, using the same drive voltage level of 2 V pk − pk. It can be seen that the linear 
chirp was windowed so as to have a smooth transition in the power spectrum density, using 
an Elliptical-Tukey window.[26] This ensured that the autocorrelation of the chirp signal 
had a low level of side lobes.

It can also be seen from the FFT (Figure 8) that the bandwidth of the IRS-Golay was 
greater, and extended almost to DC even if it does not have a completely symmetrical 
frequency spectrum. In addition, the spectrum amplitude of the bipolar Golay code was 
higher than that of the chirp. This is because the bipolar Golay uses a pair of waveforms to 
obtain its characteristics, each one having twice the power of the chirp signal so that, fixed 
the duration of the single waveform, the Golay energy is four times that of the windowed 
chirp energy.[19,25] Note that for the sake of figure clarity in Figures 7 and 8 short signals 
were depicted, while the experimental data (see Figures 10 and 11) were collected by using 
a thirty-time longer Chirp of about 1.5 ms to increase the SNR gain and the compression 
quality, as explained afterwards.

Figure 9 shows the autocorrelation output of chirp and bipolar Golay signals (i.e. after 
they have been cross-correlated with themselves).

Figure 6. graph of received amplitude (dB) vs. thickness at a frequency of 300 kHz for the polyurethane 
material.

Figure 7. voltage drive chirp signal, and its spectrum obtained using an FFt.
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Figure 10 shows the result of a pitch-catch experiment, in which signals were reflected 
from one of the air-bubble defects of Figure 2, located approximatively at 50 mm below the 
sample surface. The two figures show the differences in the response when either the chirp 
or the Golay code was used with the pair of broad bandwidth piezocomposites. For chirp 
excitation, it is clear that a very good signal was obtained with the piezocomposite pair, 
showing that PuC had worked very well with these transducers in this highly-attenuating 
material. In particular, the extension of bandwidth up to frequencies of 350 kHz was an 
excellent result. For the Golay code excitation, this bandwidth was extended even further.

In practice, a chirp with a 312 kHz centre frequency, a 300 kHz bandwidth and a total 
time duration of 1.5 ms was found to be an excellent waveform to use – while the IRS-Golay 
had a more extended bandwidth, it was found more convenient to tailor the frequency 

Figure 8. voltage drive bipolar golay signal, and its spectrum obtained using an FFt.

Figure 9.  autocorrelation outputs of (a) chirp and (b) bipolar golay code signals, showing the time 
waveform at the top and the corresponding frequency spectrum below.
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range of the chirp to get maximum output from the piezocomposites – important in lossy 
materials. Also, Elliptical-Tukey windowing allowed the influence of side-lobes in the fre-
quency response to be reduced. It was found that this optimised the amount of energy that 
was utilised by the transducers. In addition, as safety rules need to be taken into account 
for on-site inspection of off-shore oil and gas structures. Hence, the signal voltage used 
to the transmitter was only 1 V. A Cooknell charger amplifier was used to enhance the 
received signal level.

An example of the received signal, both before and after pulse-compression, is shown in 
Figure 11. This demonstrates not only that a small bubble defect could be detected, but that 
a clear signal from the back-wall was also present, illustrating the excellent penetration of 
the signal into the polyurethane riser stiffener material.

3.3. Imaging of defects within the polyurethane sample

3.3.1. Defects and imaging methods
Two types of defects were examined. The first type was artificial defects in the form of 
flat-bottomed holes, machined into the bottom surface of the sample. These were of known 
size, shape and location, and allowed the imaging algorithms to be tested fully. The imaging 
methods were then used on the air bubble defects created during manufacture, examples of 
which were shown earlier in Figure 2. A set of measurements were collected over a grid of 
23 × 35 points, with a grid resolution of 2 mm × 2 mm. The raw data was acquired at each 
scanning point (x, y) and stored in a 3D matrix.

Two types of imaging were performed. The first was a standard C-scan approach, whereby 
the data could be displayed as horizontal sections of the material, or extrapolated into a 
B-scan (effectively a vertical section). The second approach was SAFT imaging.[2] It has 

Figure 10. detection of a sub-surface defect using Puc and (a) a chirp and (b) bipolar golay-code excitation 
for a pair of wide bandwidth piezocomposite transducers.
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been shown that SAFT can lead to up to 20 dB SNR gain in several ultrasonic testing appli-
cations.[3] Thus, defects which are undetectable with standard ultrasonic imaging could 
be highlighted if SAFT is used for the coherent reconstruction of ultrasonic images, and 
was thus of interest here. Moreover, SAFT increases spatial resolution of the reconstructed 
images allowing a better evaluation of the size of a defect [27]; in addition, the final image 
resolution can be varied. A control volume (mesh) made up of a defined number of voxels 
(3D pixels) was constructed, as was shown earlier in Figure 3(a). The dimensions of each 
voxel in the control volume could be tailored to obtain a good trade-off between recon-
struction computational time and image quality. In general, SAFT assumes the far-field 
condition and coherently sums the received signals by applying a mathematical weight to 
them, derived from the far-field assumption. However, in the present case both the drilled 
hole and the air bubbles were within the near-field zone. Thus, the 3D simulated field shown 
in Figure 5 was used to weight the response from each location. This helped to reduce noise 
levels in the images.[28]

3.3.2. Detection and characterization of flat bottom hole defect
The aim of this test was to examine the ability of the system to detect features of known 
defects such as the location, shape and size. For this purpose, a flat-bottomed hole was 
machined into the sample using 10 mm drill bits. This hole was drilled to a depth of 7 cm 
from the bottom surface of the sample at a region where the sample thickness was 15 cm 
(i.e. the bottom of the hole was 8 cm from the top surface). Different visualizations of the 
C-scan data are shown in Figure 12. The 3D view shows the presence of the defect (top part 
of the drilled hole) at a depth of 8 cm from the top surface. However, it can also be seen that 
the part of the image closest to the surface contains a cross-coupling signal between the two 
probes. Although this signal can be reduced by exploiting several different post-processing 
techniques,[3] it cannot be totally avoided. As expected, the back-wall echo appears at a 

Figure 11. results after Puc from an experiment using a windowed chirp excitation signal in a polyurethane 
sample of 150 mm thickness and for a 6 mm diameter defect at a depth of 70 mm. (a) the received time 
signal before cross-correlation, and (b) the Puc output. in (b), region a is due to electrical cross-coupling, 
B is the defect echo, and c is the reflection from the back wall.
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depth of 15 cm. The reconstructed B-scan (XZ view) shows clearly the presence of the hole. 
The blurred defect shape is mainly due to the dimension of the probes and the frequency 
range (relatively low) used for this imaging test. Although the dimensions of the imaged 
defect are bigger than the real one, useful information such as defect depth and sample 
shape (see back-wall echo) can be extract from this view. The C-scan (XY view) shows the 
defect location relatively to the scanning area.

Consider now the SAFT image, which is shown in Figure 13. The results shows that the 
defect imprint is significantly enhanced and de-blurred with respect to a normal C-Scan 
image reconstruction. Moreover, the cross-coupling time duration is slightly diminished 
and the presence of defect signatures in the first 4 cm appear. Thus, the blind zone just 
beneath the transducer was estimated to have halved, from 40 to 20 mm. In this image, a 
voxel volume of 2 × 2 × 1 mm was used for the dx, dy and dz dimensions respectively. This 
was found to be the optimum voxel volume. In real industrial applications, it is of utmost 
importance to realize an experimental setup which provides significant results without 
being slow. This can be achieved by lowering the computational constraints, for example 
by lowering the number of (x, y) experimental measurements taken into account for the 
algorithm. Figure 14 shows the results obtained for sub-sampling the measurement grid 
by a factor of two. As can be seen, the image is slightly degraded, but not markedly. This 
demonstrates that at these low frequencies, data need not be collected at too fine a spatial 
interval on the surface.

Figure 12. c-scan results for the artificial defect in the form of a flat-bottomed hole.
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3.3.3. Detection and characterization of air bubble defects
The collected data were processed using MATLAB. The defect echoes were identified and 
their peak-to-peak amplitude plotted in a matrix which represents the condition of the 
scanned area of the polyurethane sample. The image obtained from C-scan data is shown 
in Figure 15(a), where it is clear that the two defects were detected within the scan area. 
A typical PuC output over a defect is shown in Figure 15(b). The C-scan indicates that 
the detected defect areas were similar in both cases, and the depth of each defect can be 
estimated as between 6–8 and 7–9 cm respectively. The darker area close to the surface is 
due to factors such as electrical cross-coupling between transmitter and receiver, and the 
presence of surface waves that travel between the two transducers.

To improve the image further, post processing techniques have been tested both during 
and after the application of PuC. In contrast to the standard PuC algorithm, where the 
data recorded by the transducers is cross-correlated with the time replica of the input sig-
nal (labelled ‘Standard’ in Figure 16(a)), the data could also be cross-correlated with the 
time replica of the signal recorded from either the direct contact of the two transducers 
(labelled ‘Probe’ or from a through-transmission measurement on a clean area of the sample 
(‘Material’). This allows a more realistic input of transducer and material properties into 
the reconstruction. It is observed that in the ‘Probe’ and ‘Material’ cases, the time duration 

Figure 13. saFt results for the same data-set as the c-scan of Figure 9.
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of the cross-correlation peak reduces, leading to a better assessment of defect depth. Note 
that the amplitude is arbitrary and the red signal is the larger of the two. This illustrates 
clearly that the influence of the electrical coupling has been reduced. As alternative strategy 
to reduce both the noise close to sample surface and to improve depth resolution, a Total 
Variation (TV) deconvolution approach [29,30] has been applied to the ‘Standard’ case, 
see Figure 16(b).

The TV algorithm is able to enhance the imaging and inspection capability. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 17 by the 3D images obtained using these two different techniques, 
where the image intensities were normalized to the maximum intensity of the defect area, 
i.e. the bubble on the right side.

The SAFT approach detailed above for the flat-bottomed hole was also implemented, 
and the results are shown in Figure 18. In Figure 18(a), the data is shown first with the 
back-wall echo included as a linear scale of amplitude. The defects are not clearly visible in 
this visualization. However, by turning to a plot in dB (Figure 18(b)), the defects are now  
more evident. This is further improved if the back-wall echo is removed from the data 
(Figure 18(c)) by widowing it out from the time-domain data.

Figure 14. saFt result using a sub-sampled data-set containing only half of the scan location (transducers 
data sampled at 4 mm spatial intervals on the sample surface).
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3.3.4. Comparison between standard C-scan and SAFT image resolution
The results achieved by plotting a C-scan image after PuC have been compared to those 
obtained using the SAFT algorithm. Figures 19 and 20 show the C-scan obtained for both 
the above mentioned techniques together with two 1D sections of the C-scan along x and 
y directions. Please note that in the following figures a normalized dB scale was used with 
the same axis limits, so as to better appreciate the difference in the spatial resolution.

Figure 15. (a) 3-dimensional imaging of the polyurethane sample. the two red ellipses that appear at 
depths of 6–9 cm indicate the location of the defects. (b) typical Puc output in the form of an impulse 
response acquired from the polyurethane sample in the presence of a defect.

Figure 16. (a) comparison between the standard matched filter technique (blue), the cross-correlation 
with the signal modified by the transducers spectrum (black) and by the sample + material properties 
(red); (b) comparison between the standard matched filter technique (dark) and the total variation 
deconvolution (red).
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Figure 17. three-dimensional imaging obtained with the ‘transducer’ recorded signal as (a) a matched 
filter and (b) with the total variation (tv) method.

Figure 18. saFt images of the hole defects shown in Figure 2. (a) image plotted on a linear scale with 
the back wall echo data included; (b) as (a) but plotted with a dB scale; (c) as (a), but with the back wall 
echo excluded.
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Figure 19. analysis of the spatial resolution on raw data. (left) c-scan at z = 80 mm, (top right) cross-section 
of the c-scan along the x axis, (bottom right) cross-section of the c-scan along the y axis.

Figure 20. analysis of the spatial resolution on saFt data. (left) c-scan at z = 80 mm, (top right) cross-
section of the c-scan along the x axis, (bottom right) cross-section of the c-scan along the y axis.
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Both the C-scan and SAFT images show clearly the presence of a defect. However, it 
is evident that the SAFT approach assures a better spatial resolution and a higher SNR. 
The gain in the resolution can be clearly appreciated by comparing Figures 19 and 20, 
which contain a cross-section through the drilled hole defect. The imaging capability of 
the standard C-scan relies on the availability of the acquired data for each-scanning point, 
as can be seen from Figure 19, where some data is missing or affected by lack of coupling. 
Conversely, the SAFT algorithm is robust against missing signals. That is because the SAFT 
algorithm combines signals collected in different scanning locations to obtain the correct 
signal amplitude at each scanning point.

Consider now the air bubble defects, which were at two slightly different depths into 
the polyurethane. Figure 21(a) shows the image obtained of the two air bubbles using the 
SAFT algorithm at a depth of 45 mm. Also, Figure 21(b) show an enlarged view of the larger 
defect (circled). The dimensions of each bubble were estimated to be 7–8 and 6 mm and 
respectively in diameter, and these estimates agree well with the sizes estimated from the 
photograph shown earlier in Figure 2.

4. Conclusions

The results show that PuC can be used to investigate materials with high attenuation of 
ultrasonic signals. The present experiments looked at 15 cm thick polyurethane riser stiff-
ener samples, where the use of conventional NDT at frequencies above 1 MHz was not 
possible. Chirp signals and bipolar Golay codes were used in conjunction with piezocom-
posite transducers at a centre frequency of 300 kHz, so that the PuC technique could be 
applied. It was shown that, by careful consideration of the transducer spatial sensitivity in 
pitch-catch mode, it was possible to reconstruct images of both natural bubble defects and 

Figure 21. (a) saFt image of the two bubble defects at a depth of 45 mm and (b) enlarged view of the 
larger defect (circled).
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an artificial flat-bottomed hole. C-scan data was effective, but improvements in SNR were 
available using a SAFT algorithm, adjusted to only consider regions in the sample over which 
the transduction system was sufficiently sensitive. The result is a technique that could be 
applied widely for thick, attenuating media.
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